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Technology is changing the nature of work
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Our country is aging and becoming more diverse
Resilience will continue to threaten our communities
Brookings Institution analysis of FEMA Policy & Claim Statistics
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It’s increasingly up to localities to build and maintain infrastructure
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A smart city is a municipality that uses information and 
communication technologies to enhance the quality and 
operation of urban services.
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New digital transportation habits
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Autonomy will bringing even more powerful market-shaping forces
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E-commerce is pacing our retail future
Annual Sales Growth
Source: Census,
Emerging building management systems
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Sensors redefining entire industries
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Digital connections and knowledge are uneven
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E-commerce is just another a sprawling phenomenon
The built environment only intensifies economic disparity
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Government’s data policies are woefully outdated and outmoded
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Public trust is difficult to build, easy to lose
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The first question cannot be “what will we build?”
We need to situate the built environment around shared, regional priorities
PlacePeopleBusiness
CONCEPT: Economic Value Atlas
We need to build out public capacity and a more nimble governance model
Workforce SystemsTest PilotsData Management
CONCEPT: Big Data for Public Good
We must consider how technology changes our political economy
PricingMetropolitan GeometryClimate
CONCEPT: … tbd …
Smart regions use information and communication technologies to 
improve shared economic, social, and environmental outcomes.
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